
Action Update

Mind the GAAP
by Zennith on 21st March, 2022

In our December 2021 newsletter, we
summarized a lot of our 2021 activities, and
gave a preview of 2022’s goals in the following
January newsletter. Since that time, like any
good financial analyst, we’ve been sitting at an
oak desk, wearing a green visor while working
with numbers in a really small font size.

As a personal note, the finances this past year
were the most complex yet. But, they were a
little fun, as well. (In case any readers weren’t
yet convinced that I’m a nerd, they are now). It
was interesting learning how to handle
multiple entities with “consolidated”
statements (FFF, Inc. (the US entity), as well as
FFF, Ltd. (the UK entity), which the US entity
wholly controls), present GBP as USD using
GAAP rules, separate expenses by program
activity, separate reserved funds from the
Terasem grant from other cash, and so on.
(For the accounting enthusiasts among you -
presentation of GBP as USD is the reason I say
“net comprehensive income” below).

While it took a lot of time to do the analysis, I
feel that our decision to fire the external
bookkeeper we had tried to use last year was
the right call. We have a much better feel for
what we’re paying for, why we’re paying for it,
and we’ve learned enough to do informative
budgeting and forecasting.

In 2021, we had $55,937.41 in revenues and
$54,209.46 in expenses for a net
comprehensive income of $1,727.95. Patreon
revenue was 22% of our revenues at

$12,482.60, and major donor donations
constituted 75% at $41,750.00. A grant that we
were awarded from Terasem for the 3D
anatomy project was $1,000 (2%).

As we consistently promise to donors
including on Patreon, we go to great lengths
to ensure that your donations either mostly or
exclusively go towards program services. I’m
pleased to say that for 2021, as in previous
years, your donations have exclusively gone
towards program services.

Our overhead expenses are still covered by
major donors, and they tend to be relatively
fixed. Everything from registering to fundraise
in various states, to payroll contractors, to
some types of IT expenses, will take a much
larger fraction of the budget for small
nonprofits than for larger-scale nonprofits.
But no worries - we’ve got it handled.

Much more detail is on our website, but here
are a few key takeaways.
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First, the majority of research costs - MUCH
more active than 2020! - went to internal
research, in the form of employee time
invested in the 3D anatomy and integument
review projects. Research also included a
$4,000 award to Prof. Hugh Herr’s lab for
work on prosthetics that don’t just restore
function after injury - they allow significantly
greater versatility and customization.

Second, the majority of outreach costs went
to paid time as well that was used for
conducting the numerous interviews, videos,
and podcasts we conducted in 2021. There
was a lot of work behind the scenes to make it
all possible!

Third, our overhead costs included Legal and
Compliance, Administration, and Information
Technology. Legal and compliance costs
mainly went to staying on top of fundraising
registrations for various jurisdictions; it takes
many hours of work to review rules and fill
out paperwork. Administrative costs included
payroll contracting, employee time for
implementing policies and procedures and
following through with them, general office
supplies, taxes and licenses, etc. Finally,
Information Technology included many hours
of employee time for implementing and
maintaining visible and back-end systems.

We learned a lot during 2021 as well - we’ve
gotten a much better feel for which overhead
costs are good investments versus

nice-to-haves. For example, many hours used
in IT were used in implementing lightly used
enterprise-grade systems or hardware - and I
am very glad that we tried them out based on
major donor support rather than public
donations, because the return on investment
has turned out to be hard to argue. The
budgeting methods we have started using for
2022 are helping embody these lessons.

For more details, including a look at 2022,
please take a look at the report linked below.
There’s a lot more information we don’t have
room to discuss here. Thanks!

Report on FY 2021 results

3D anatomy project
progress
By Zennith on 20th March 2022

I'm excited to share another update about the
3D anatomy project. A full progress report
(similar to the one last October) is in the
works, but here is a bit of a teaser for you. The
project aims to create a CAD engineering
environment that allows for editing and
customizing a representation of anatomy, as
well as, more generally, for visualizing medical
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imaging and planning surgeries.

First, in previous updates, we’ve mentioned
that one of the main considerations in the
model is correctly accounting for constraints
when generating bone shapes. For example,
adjusting the ends of bones to account for a
joint’s range of motion.

Since that time, Lathreas and the team have
further implemented the joint shape methods,
and have incorporated them into a simple
runnable program that allows the user to
rotate a bone representing the ulna about a
joint partially resembling the elbow. In
addition, the team has implemented a basic
smoothing/weighting function to gracefully
handle what happens to a bone’s surface at
the region where multiple overlapping
constraints meet.

Even more importantly though - we’ve added
a couple new people to the team: Liz and
Videah! Liz is helping us with physical
modeling associated with biomechanics as
well as obtaining proper, biomimetic shapes of
muscles. Meanwhile, Videah is helping us with
the user experience and user interface, and is
actively chiming in to the decision-making in
any and all places where the engine and data
model meet user interaction.

Starting working on the user interface forms
an exciting and important milestone for our
project: our proof of concept works! Now that
we’ve made it here, though, it is extra
important to re-evaluate whether the Godot
engine is the right tool for our app in the long
term.

While Godot has a lot going for it, the
occasional shortcomings have turned out to
be more severe than initially expected. In
many cases, Godot’s support of C# and the
IDE tools our team uses is severely
incomplete, and we also found that we would
have to reinvent the wheel for a number of
user interface features we need in our app.

In comparison, Blender - which we initially

passed on early in the project - has come back
with compelling strengths, including with
some new tools that didn’t exist when we first
looked at it. A great example is Blender’s new
Geometry Nodes system that can affect mesh
geometry, as well as the many integrated
sculpting and rendering tools that are
included for free. Since Blender already has
many of the user interface elements for
creating and editing geometry, integrating our
anatomy engine into Blender could greatly
speed up our work.

Our model does a lot of things Blender doesn’t
(which is good - the point of a project is to do
something new!), there are some things which
make it an interesting choice to reconsider for
the user-facing environment. The team is
doing some more detailed investigation and
testing to see whether or not Blender is worth
further work.

I also want to make a personal note here.
Questioning previous choices is an important
thing to do in any non-trivial project. Whether
we go with Blender or stick with Godot, the
biggest wins so far have been in developing
the concepts and implementing the methods.
The specific language and environment are
relatively small details. At this point, many
companies or organizations would press on,
and not consider a change of environment.

Being able to make good choices, including
when we get compelling new information, is
one of the best strengths of working as a
nonprofit.

SuperFi CRISPR-y
by Athamanatha Kitsune on Monday 7th
March 2022

Scientists at the University of Texas have been
very busy making our lives easier! In a new
paper released in the journal Nature by Bravo
et al, on 2nd March 2022, a structure in the
CRISPR-Cas9 tool which stabilised off-target
DNA edits was itself modified to point away
from the DNA, so that off-target edits became
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4000 times less likely. The new form of
CRISPR-Cas9 thus developed, has been named
SuperFi-Cas9.

This is a very useful development, as it makes
safe gene editing without accidental
mis-edits, a much more plausible prospect for
investigation with the potential for use in
freedom of form fulfillment treatments.

References:
New Atlas news article

Scientific paper in Nature

Standing with Ukraine
By TiltWolf on day th March 2022

As the invasion of Ukraine takes center stage
in world events, some of us may soon be
materially affected by it, and some already
are. We want to take a moment to express
that we stand with the people of Ukraine and
against the senseless violence being led by
Vladimir Putin.

Freedom of form is a right that we all deserve
to have, and it stems from a fundamental
belief in the right to autonomy - to be able to
make decisions about your own body. Russian
aggression in Ukraine deprives the people
there of their autonomy. We categorically
stand against any action by any nation or
group that stands in the way of autonomy and
personal freedoms.

Our hearts go out to all the people in the
region who are affected by what has now
become a full fledged war, and we encourage
everyone to do what you can to support the
people of Ukraine. Many charities exist that
do humanitarian work there.

This war is a product of one man’s hunger for
power and control, but no amount of
censorship can keep the truth out of Russia
forever. We continue to hope that the people
of Russia will realize the extent of Putin’s war

crimes and evict him from power to end the
violence once and for all.

In the meantime, we will be praying for
victory in Ukraine all the while.

Here’s our Twitter thread on charities to
help in Ukraine

A Kitsuné Wedding
by Athamanatha Kitsune on Thursday 3rd
March, 2022

It was a wonderful day for Aleksia and I when
we married in New Jersey this last Sunday. We
had a small, simple ceremony with close
family and friends who could join on short
notice (the way the visa rules unfolded didn’t
give us time or money for anything bigger), we
streamed over Telegram video call to those
who couldn’t make it in person but we knew
would have the time and a Telegram account.
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Aleksia has been a Patreon supporter of the
FFF for some time, and involved in the
freedom of form scene in general since 2016.
We met through this special shared interest in
becoming our true vulpine forms, after I
wrote a sci-fi book to explore what doing so
might be like to society and our lives.

We fell in love and every time we met up, the
love was stronger still. Now, here we are
together and we’ve made it official. Thank you
to everyone who made it possible! You are
awesome!

I would like to imagine that somewhere, rain
fell from a sunny sky as we said our vows.

Tap and Vivi Ref Sheets!
by Dragonfeathers on Thursday 3rd March
2022

I saw that our social media coordinator
wanted to request more art of everybody’s
favorite mascots, so I quickly drew up these
ref sheets to help!

Vivi

Stuff from character development:
● Vivi can juggle
● Extrovert
● Lab safety!!!!
● Massive crush on Tap
● Gender: plausible deniability

Tap Root

Stuff from character development:
● Introvert
● Coffee addict
● Calm
● Massive crush on Vivi
● Gender: nah

Check out our talented artist
Dragonfeathers on their DeviantArt page!

We’re on LinkedIn, Youtube, Soundcloud, Google
Podcasts, Breaker, RadioPublic, Spotify, Pocket, iTunes,
Anchor,  Twitter, Telegram and Discord!
Why not check out our awesome perks on Patreon or if
you prefer, drop us something nice via Paypal. You can
also add us to your Amazon Smile orders in the USA! We
have a variety of merch on sale in our Redbubble store
too!

This edition of the newsletter was brought to you by the
colours blue and yellow. Put together, they look a lot like
symbols of truth and courage right now. - Athamanatha

Freedom of Form Foundation Inc.
PO Box 400168, Cambridge, Massachusetts,

02140, United States of America
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